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ABSTRACT
Comparisons of measured ELM characteristics and edge pressure gradient to a model for

H–mode edge region ideal MHD stability are described. The dependence on discharge shape
indicates that Type I ELMs in typical DIII–D discharges result from low-n kink/ballooning
instabilities triggered at pressure gradient values significantly above the high-n ballooning
mode stability threshold.

The H–mode edge region transport barrier results in a large pressure gradient that can
drive instabilities. In many cases the edge region collisionality is sufficiently low that a large
bootstrap current accompanies the pressure gradient. This current density adds another insta-
bility drive. Thus, edge localized modes (ELMs) are a typical characteristic of tokamak dis-
charges operating in H–mode [1]. The relatively large, Type I ELMs that occur  when the
auxiliary heating power is sufficiently far above the H–mode power threshold have been
attributed in various experiments to either high toroidal mode number (n) ballooning modes
driven by the pressure gradient or to low n kink modes for which the current density drive is
also significant [2].

In a series of experiments in the DIII–D tokamak, the edge region stability boundaries
were changed from a regime in which  high n ballooning modes were expected to be the most
unstable to a regime in which lower n kink/ballooning modes would be expected to dominate.
This change in stability boundaries was a result of changes in the discharge shape [3]. The
observed changes in the ELM character and the edge region pressure gradient ( ′Pedge ) were
consistent with  changes in n of the most unstable mode. Comparison of the results from these
experiments with ideal MHD stability threshold calculations shows that Type I ELMs in typi-
cal DIII–D single-null and double-null divertor shapes most likely result from low-n
kink/ballooning modes. The experiments and comparison with theory are briefly summarized
here. More detailed descriptions  can be found in Refs. [4,5].

The dependence of the H–mode edge region stability boundaries on discharge shape is
summarized in a schematic, shown in Fig. 1, that was derived from the predictions of ideal
MHD theory and the results of the experiments. Although both P′ and current density are
instability drives, the current density in the edge region is expected to be primarily bootstrap
current which depends on ′Pedge , so the stability threshold is illustrated in the figure as a
function of ′Pedge  and n.

Figure 1 illustrates the important role that access to a second regime of stability plays in
determining the most unstable mode in the H–mode edge region. In discharges with a shape
with sufficiently low or high squareness, represented by the high squareness (δ2 = 0.5) curve
in the figure, there is no edge region access to the second stability regime at any value of n.
In this case (operating Point 1 in Fig. 1) the observed value of ′Pedge  is equal, within mea-
surement uncertainties, to the calculated stability threshold for the high-n ballooning mode
[5]. The toroidal mode number of edge instabilities is expected to be approximately 40, be-
cause higher mode number instabilities are stabilized by finite Larmor radius. The energy loss
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from an ELM is expected to decrease with
decreasing ′Pedge  [1,6] and, in addition,
higher mode number, shorter wavelength
instabilities will perturb a smaller region
of the discharge [7], causing a smaller
energy loss. Recovery from a small
energy loss is quicker resulting in higher
ELM frequency. Consistent with these
expectations, the ELMs in high square-
ness discharges without second stability
regime access have relatively high fre-
quency, 4 kHz, with the edge Te perturba-
tion below the measurement limit.

Discharge shapes with mid-range
values of squareness are expected to have
access to a second stability regime over a
range of values of n, as illustrated by the
top two curves in Fig. 1. There is a
threshold value of n for second regime
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Fig. 1.  A schematic drawing of the pressure
gradient stability threshold in the H–mode
pedestal region for three different discharge
shapes. Here, δ2 is the discharge shape
squareness and ε represents a small value.

access [4] that is expected to vary with discharge shape. For values of n below this threshold
the ′Pedge  stability threshold is predicted [4] to increase as n decreases. Thus, for a given
discharge shape, the most unstable mode is expected to have n near the second regime access
threshold.

These predictions are consistent with observations in the experiment. Factor of 10
decreases in the ELM frequency and corresponding increases in ELM amplitude were
observed in the experiment [4,5] to result from the changes in shape, squareness or
triangularity [8], represented by each shift in operating point (from 1 to 2 and from 2 to 3)
shown in the Fig. 1 schematic. This is consistent with a decrease in n of the most unstable
mode as the shape is changed.

In Fig. 2 the measured values of ′Pedge  are summarized as a function of discharge shape
squareness and compared to predicted stability thresholds for the ideal infinite-n ballooning
and ideal low-n kink/ballooning modes. For this comparison, the stability threshold for low-n
modes is represented by the calculated value
for n = 5 and the stability threshold for
infinite-n modes is represented by the value
for a model equilibrium with magnetic shear
sufficiently high that there is no second sta-
bility regime access. In the figure, the data
points at high (δ2 =  0.5) and low (δ2 = 0.0)
squareness values shown as diamonds repre-
sent discharges with high frequency ELMs
and no ballooning mode second stability
regime access (like operating point 1 in
Fig. 1). The measured pressure gradient val-
ues for these points agree well with the
calculated ballooning mode first stability
regime limit. The higher ′Pedge  values  plot-
ted at the same squareness (shown as tri-
angles) were measured when a small shift in
shape or edge current density resulted in
second stability regime access [5].
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Fig. 2.  Measured total ′Pedge as a
function of discharge shape squareness
in double-null divertor shapes.
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The pressure gradient values measured during low frequency ELMs (triangles, Fig. 2)
show scaling with discharge shape that agrees with that of the predicted low-n stability
threshold. Both the measured pressure gradient values and the predicted low-n threshold are
well above the ballooning mode stability limit  and increase significantly as the squareness is
reduced from δ2 = 0.5 to δ2 = 0.15.

The predicted low-n pressure gradient stability threshold decreases as the width of the
H–mode pedestal increases. Stability calculations demonstrating this result are presented in
Ref. [4]. An experimental demonstration of this trend is shown in Fig. 3. This figure shows a
discharge into which a deuterium pellet was injected early in the ELM-free phase of the H–
mode. The result was a rapid increase in the edge pressure gradient resulting in the start of the
ELMing phase of the discharge within 50 ms. In this case the pressure gradient just prior to an
ELM increased with time after the first ELM. The 7th ELM was triggered at a pressure
gradient almost twice that prior to the first ELM. This increase in the ELM pressure gradient
threshold occurred while a transient increase in the pedestal width generated by the pellet
decayed away, consistent with the predicted pedestal width dependence of the threshold. The
changes in both the peak pressure gradient prior to an ELM and the width of the pressure
gradient peak are illustrated by the pressure gradient profiles in Fig. 3(b).

When magnetic precursors to Type I ELMs are measured, their characteristics are
consistent with low-n instabilities, but this type of indication of mode number from direct
experimental measurements is relatively rare. A possible explanation for this  is that the
toroidal and poloidal mode numbers are sufficiently high that the precursor amplitude at the
magnetic probe location outside the plasma is too low to measure. A second possibility is that
the instability grows as a locked mode so that a precursor fluctuation is not visible. Precursors
to Type I ELMs have been measured in DIII–D in two cases. Particularly in VH–mode dis-
charges, the first one or two ELMs can be exceptionally large and often just prior to these
initial ELMs a rotating magnetic perturbation with n in the range 2–9 can be observed [3,9].
One of the few situations in which a precursor oscillation is observed in DIII–D during
continuous Type I ELMs is in recent experiments with the neutral beam injection direction
opposite to that of the plasma current (counter-injection) [10]. An example is shown in Fig. 4
which indicates n = 6. (Similar observations have been made in ASDEX-U counter-injection
discharges [11]). The perturbation growth time is short, approximately 50 µs, indicating an
ideal mode.
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Fig. 3.  (a) Time history of  parameters for a discharge into which a deuterium pellet was
injected early in the ELM-free phase. (b) Profiles of the pressure gradient in the edge region
of the discharge just prior to the pellet injection and the first and seventh ELMs.
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In conclusion, in both the experiment and
theory there are distinct differences between
conditions where the pressure gradient is limited
by the high-n ballooning mode and conditions
where it is limited by low mode number coupled
kink/ballooning modes. The experiments with
variation in discharge shape squareness show
strong evidence of a transition across a stability
boundary that controls second stable regime
access [5]. In discharges where ballooning mode
second stable regime access is expected, the mea-
sured pressure gradient values and the calculated
pressure gradient thresholds are well above the
predicted ballooning first stability regime limit.
The observed and calculated strong scaling of the
pressure gradient threshold with discharge shape,
squareness and triangularity [4], are in good
agreement for low-n kink/ballooning instabilities
while the infinite-n ballooning mode first regime
limit shows little variation with shape (Fig. 2).
Finally, the dependence of the pressure gradient
threshold on the pedestal width (Fig. 3) indicates
an instability that averages the full pressure gra-
dient profile, a low n mode, rather than a high n
ballooning mode that depends primarily on the
local parameters near a flux surface. Typical
DIII–D single-null and double-null discharges
have shapes in which a second stability regime is
readily accessible in the H–mode edge region.
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Fig. 4.  (a) Magnetic field perturbations
measured at various toroidal angles just
prior to and during an ELM showing a
rotating n = 6 ELM precursor. The
value of n was computed from the width
of the perturbation and the propagation
velocity. (b) Time histories of the
amplitude of the magnetic perturbation
and the Dα signal during the ELM.

This leads to the conclusion that typical DIII–D H–mode discharges with continuous Type I
ELMs are best represented by operating Point 3 shown in the Fig. 1 schematic where the most
unstable mode is in the kink/ballooning range of n. Ongoing work to strengthen these
conclusions is focusing on stability calculations to show access to the second stability regime
at relatively low values of n [12] and improved measurement of the current density profile in
the H–mode edge region.
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